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Project Partners

The Century Foundation (TCF) and its Bernard L. Schwartz Rediscovering 
Government Initiative is a progressive, nonpartisan think tank that seeks to 
foster opportunity, reduce inequality, and promote security at home and 
abroad. TCF supports research on issues that range from pursuing fairness 
and opportunity in education; protecting workers and further strengthening 
the social safety net; encouraging democracy and ensuring personal rights in 
the tech age; and promoting stability and prosperity abroad (www.tcf.org).

Steel Valley Authority (SVA) is a multi-municipality governmental author-
ity addressing layoff aversion throughout Pennsylvania. For a quarter of a 
century, SVA has been helping communities survive the traumatic changes 
in the global economy. The SVA’s Strategic Early Warning Network has 
assisted more than 900 manufacturing firms, and helped save over 19,000 
jobs (www.steelvalley.org).

High Road Strategies, LLC is an economic policy research, analysis, assess-
ment and design consultancy, with a focus on the intersection of manu-
facturing, energy, economic and workforce development issues. Its clients 
have included industry associations, labor unions, government, universities, 
think-tanks, environmental organizations, and policy NGOs, among others 
(www.highroadstrategies.com).

The National Call to Action is a national multi-sector coalition formed in 
2010 to promote a collaborative approach to economic stabilization and 
recovery. The Department of Labor (DOL) sponsored the group’s first 
convening and since then the coalition has strived to expand, standardize 
and better fund rapid response, sector initiatives, layoff aversion, incumbent 
worker training, shared work, on-the-job training, and other proven state and 
regional models as a path toward saving critical jobs and companies and 

creating good, family-supporting jobs.  

Contacts
Joel S. Yudken, Ph.D.
Principal, High Road Strategies, LLC
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Thomas Croft 
Executive Director, Steel Valley Authority
t.w.croft@steelvalley.org  •  (412) 342-0534
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Senior Fellow, The Century Foundation
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Introduction
The recent presidential campaign brought about a startling transformation in the nation’s conversation about the 
economy, circling around the deep economic anxiety of millions of voters in both red and blue states and the role 
of manufacturing. Is in fact manufacturing a key driver for the U.S. economy or a relic of a bygone past? Nowhere 
is this question more important than in Northeast and Midwest states like Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan and 
Wisconsin whose votes decided the fate of the 2016 election. The Century Foundation and its Bernard Schwartz 
Rediscovering Government Initiative, Steel Valley Authority and High Road Strategies are launching a new effort 
with two new research papers and follow up efforts to engage a high road manufacturing constituency.

The State of Manufacturing and Its Future
The first paper will provide an examination of the complicated state of American manufacturing and manufactur-
ing jobs today, as well the outlook for manufacturing remaining vital to the nation’s future well-being. The 2010s 
represent the first decade in which manufacturing employment has grown since the 1970s, but manufacturing 
employment is still down nearly 30 percent lower than 2000. The papers will answer four main questions. 
 

+ Given the ongoing forces of globalization and rapid technology change, what are the prospects 
    for a manufacturing revival in the United States?  

+ How important is manufacturing to today’s economy, to Midwestern states particularly, and
   to innovation and trade imbalances broadly?

+ To what extent is manufacturing still America’s engine for generating family-sustaining jobs, 
   especially for workers without college degrees? 

+ What are the relative roles of policy (trade, job training) and technology change in the 
   future of manufacturing?

A Policy Framework for Recovery
The second paper will outline a National High Road Model for Manufacturing and Economic Recovery. Included 
are macro-economic and political conditions required to promote American manufacturing recovery and growth 
into the future. These include policies that (i) level the playing field for U.S manufacturers in global (domestic and 
international) markets and (ii) measures that create and expand demand for U.S.-made goods. The first includes, 
among other measures, fair trade policies, stronger trade law enforcements, and an end to currency manipulation 
and tax incentives for overseas production. The second includes strategic ways to create domestic demand for 
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American goods, such as targeted Buy America provisions for government products and public investments 
(such as infrastructure).

A High Road Commons

These national policies will facilitate the creation of a high road industrial commons as a core strategy to pro-
mote manufacturing revival linked to economic growth and revitalization.

This concept brings together what has been dubbed by Harvard Business School Professors Gary Pisano and 
Will Shih as the industrial commons with high road economic adjustment and transition strategies (aka, high road 
economic revitalization). The industrial commons encompass “R&D and manufacturing infrastructure, know-how, 
process-development skills, and engineering capabilities” resulting from clusters of universities, suppliers and 
manufacturers. We extend the industrial commons notion to include various capabilities and programs to help 
retain, restore and re-shore manufacturers and jobs, such as layoff  aversion assistance, fi nancial services, and 
workforce initiatives designed to strengthen the skilled workforce pipeline, as well as measures to support the 
economic adjustment and transition of communities, businesses and workers.

High Road Commons

National High Road Recovery Model
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Best Practices to 
Create the High 
Road Commons
Although, the establishment of high road indus-
trial commons has at best only partially been 
successfully in diff erent areas of the country, 
there have been many best practice examples. 
We will analyze these eff orts, taking a case study 
approach. What have the results of these ini-
tiatives been to date? What data do we have 
about their eff ectiveness?  What are the lim-
itations of these approaches, and the possi-
ble extent of their impact?

+ Layoff  Aversion: Layoff  aversion services, now a required part of the federally mandated rapid re-
sponse, coordinates multiple government resources that can sustain jobs at threatened facilities.

+ Sector Partnerships: Sector partnerships are regional, industry-focused approaches to workforce 
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and economic development that are proven to help job-seekers 
and workers obtain good jobs and employers improve their bottom 
line. Also, an allowable program service that states can provide un-
der WIOA, sector partnerships traditionally focused on education 
and training but today are also broadening their reach to include 
joint marketing, supply chain and other critical mutual supports.

+ Manufacturing Innovation Hubs and Workforce Strategies. 
Government support for advanced product and process research 
and development produces basic research that can benefit mul-
tiple competitors and provide process-oriented technical support 
to increase the competitiveness of manufacturers and link these 
efforts to workforce education and training initiatives.

+ Manufacturing Extension Services: The Hollings 
Manufacturing Extension Partnership (of the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST) has successfully been providing 
a variety of services (business development, standards certification, 
workforce development, new process and organizational practices, 
etc.) to small manufacturing enterprises (SMEs) for more than two 
decades. The paper will examine ways to strengthen  the MEP 
program to increase support for SMEs receiving layoff aversion 
and cut use of any MEP resources to support outsourcing. 

+ Other Emerging Best Practices. The paper will also briefly 
review other emerging best practices. 

- Innovative manufacturing education, training and 
certification initiatives (including apprenticeships) for 
manufacturing and other important industrial sectors.
- Employee ownership and workforce participation and 
related human capital initiatives that often can revitalize 
SME and provide a broader sharing of wealth among 
America’s workers.
- Responsible investing by public and multi-employer 
pension funds and other institutional investors.
- Incubation of urban maker economies, building on 
emergence of the Maker Movement, which is increasingly 
seen as a source of new products and future manufacturing 
workers or “makers.”  
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Steps for Action 
These initial two papers (released by May 2017 and supported by the Century Foundation) will be the basis 
renewed efforts to bolster a realistic pro-active agenda to bolster one of an industry vital to the nation and the 
heartland. With further support, our hope is to both facilitate the spread of best practices among local leaders in 
the industrial Midwest and Northeast, as well as manufacturing communities in other regions around the nation, 
and to advance a high road manufacturing policy vision in Washington: 

Engage with manufacturing stakeholders and allies: The papers will be released engaging national stakeholders 
at a DC event in the Spring of 2017, and followed up by regional events. The goal is to reengage the National 
Call to Action network started to respond to the manufacturing crisis in 2009 and explore the possibility of 
establishing a national community of practice (COP) to support the strengthening and growth of high road 
industrial commons. 

Public Education: The report will be used in a concerted effort to educate policy makers and influential 
stakeholders to embrace a manufacturing revitalization agenda—working closely with unions, manufacturing 
coalitions and think tanks. Our goal will be to leverage heightened attention into positive change during the Trump 
administration on key macro policies like fair trade and Buy America, and to sustain initiatives like Manufacturing 
USA. Long term, we seek to foster a positive manufacturing agenda among policymakers, labor, business and 
civic leaders -- ensuring that sound manufacturing revitalization policy is a foundation of a progressive economic 
vision for the nation. 

Further Policy Research: The two-part series will kick off a research program that will include timely analyses of 
data and the latest development of Trump administration manufacturing policy. The next in-depth paper would 
take a close look at apprenticeship and technical education strategies. 


